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QUOTES 
 
“The Toronto Symphony Orchestra was in fantastic form at Roy Thomson Hall on Wednesday night 
under visiting Scottish conductor Douglas Boyd. ....Under Douglas Boyd Beethoven Symphony No. 5 
sounded as fresh as if the ink were barely dry on the page.” 

Toronto Star 
 
“Sprightly playing was the order of the evening when Douglas Boyd made a welcome return appearance 
with the Seattle Symphony… Boyd led performances that cast both works in a highly appealing light.” 

      Seen and Heard International, March 2013 
 
“Boyd had a fine sense of Mozart style, and the orchestra responded with a will in this and also in the 
lengthy “Haffner” Serenade No. 7 which followed intermission with the brief March in D Major… Boyd 
imbued this celebratory serenade with vigor and a joyful ambience.” 

The Sun Break, March 2013 
 
Douglas Boyd conducts Toronto Symphony in Sibelius # 2 
"In Mr Boyd’s reading, the coherence and palette of orchestral colours came off brilliantly in the Finale; 
here, careful listeners will appreciate how the conductor used this movement to highlight Sibelius’ 
“victory through struggle” in music. A fine performance doesn’t get any better than this."  

                   Bachtrack, October 22, 2012 
 
“This was, like Douglas Boyd and the Chamber Orchestra of Europe's Symphonie Fantastique… a 
performance that I cannot imagine I will hear bettered…” 

The Independent (UK), December 2009 
 
“Manchester Camerata's ongoing cycle of Beethoven symphonies with Douglas Boyd has been a 
revelation, fusing the sharp articulation of historically informed performance with richness of expression 
and warmth of legato... Boyd has an extraordinary gift for narrative flow and startling details”.  

                The Independent (UK), October 2009 
 
“Conductor Douglas Boyd led this ample ensemble in a wistful and ultimately moving interpretation of 
the work. It was a performance that satisfied on its own terms, eschewing a sense of import and 
majesty”. 

           Twincities Pioneer Press 
 
“In the evening's second concert [Proms, UK-2009], Douglas Boyd and his Manchester Camerata 
delivered stylish performances...the BBC Singers gave flawlessly articulated and tonally refined accounts 
of both, under Boyd's sentient direction.” 

The Guardian (UK) 
 
“Douglas Boyd - the symphony's new and wonderfully gifted principal guest conductor - delivered an 
experience of breathless beauty”.             

 The Denver Post 
 
“Boyd is a superlative young conductor who knows how to bring out the elegance as well as the 
energies of his players.”                

Chicago Tribune 
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“Astonishing”                    Boston Globe 
 

“Conductor Douglas Boyd seemed to grasp the gravitas of these [Mozart Symphony 39 & 40] works, 
written as the composer dealt with the deaths of a father and a child. Boyd's fury on the podium was 
such that he snapped his baton in two early in the 40th Symphony. But his hands proved expressive 
tools, seemingly sculpting sounds in mid-air. What could have been a rigid interpretation instead danced 
gracefully. But the finale of the 40th had plenty of fire, especially when various sections of the orchestra 
hurled pieces of its theme at one another violently.” 

St. Paul Pioneer Press 
 
“Douglas Boyd and his group [Manchester Camerata] offer a performance that is unfailingly fresh and 
alert.”                           

The Gramophone 
 
“His conducting is graceful, a sort of T’ai Chi on the podium.”             

St. Paul Pioneer Press 
 
“[Manchester Camerata] is certainly the equal, if not the superior of the Scottish and English Chamber 
Orchestras… [and Douglas Boyd] is one of the major British occupants of a rostrum today… He has the 
born conductor’s ability to make music sound fresh and to detect its inner life and pulse.” 
 
“He is fine oboist but an even finer conductor. Indeed, I would say that he is one of the major British 
occupants of a rostrum today and will be increasingly recognized as such.  He has the born conductor’s 
ability to make music sound fresh, to detect its inner life and pulse and to expose them without over-
exposing them and to make his players give more than they thought they could.”  

                  The Sunday Telegraph 
 
“A conductor of imagination, style and energy.”            

Manchester Evening News (UK) 
 
“However, the lion’s share of podium duties goes to Douglas Boyd, who presides over what is easily the 
highlight here, a lusty and heartfelt rendering of Tippett’s Corelli Fantasia.” 

Gramophone (UK) 
 
“Let’s begin with the magic.  Slim, red-haired and boyish-looking, Boyd began Mozart’s Oboe Concerto 
with his back to the audience, conducting.  Then he turned, raised oboe to lips, and it was as if he had 
uttered those most powerful words, “Once upon a time”.  Boyd shaped each phrase - and each note 
within each phrase - to convey musical narrative.  Sometimes, his strong, warm tone made a statement.  
Sometimes, his soft echo of previous material seemed to comment with raised eyebrow, “Oh, yes?” or 
nod with satisfied smile, “Indeed, yes.” He moved with the music, raising his oboe like a jazzman’s horn 
or leaning toward the violins as if to solicit their musical agreement.  The international reputation of this 
Scottish musician would lead us to expect him to play with ease Mozart’s demanding flurries of notes 
and abrupt register changes.  But not every virtuoso has so much to say or says it so clearly.” 
 
“Elgar’s musical thoughts range from Romantic to Baroque. Douglas Boyd let the orchestra to clearly 
express each one…I will remember this [Schubert] “Unfinished” for its extraordinary clarity and 
definition.”                        

The Pioneer Press, St. Paul, MN 
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“Boyd, one of the world's great oboists, is also a passionate, informed, and vocally involved conductor." 

                The Boston Globe 
 
“One can only marvel at the vigor and poetry of Friday morning’s phenomenal concert by the St. Paul 
Chamber Orchestra, led by the superb Scottish oboist Douglas Boyd. In a program shrewdly mixing 
English string music by Edward Elgar and Michael Tippett with canonic Viennese scores, Boyd and the 
orchestra showed an incisive rapport…In Boyd’s hands the symphony was rhapsodic and ruminative but 
also tragic and tumultuous, with moments of lyric terror that quickened respiration.”  

             The Star Tribune, St. Paul, MN 
 
“The 42-year-old virtuoso conveyed exceptional spirit and artistry, musicianship and amiability.  He 
performed as if that was what he was born to do.  Whether holding a baton or an oboe, he captured the 
essence of the program’s scores by Mozart, Haydn, and Zelenka…he was impressive on the podium, 
where he combined passion and assertiveness”  
 
“[Boyd’s] thorough knowledge of the scores and the attention to detail as well as the confident 
expertise makes him seem like an old pro.” 
 
“Douglas Boyd, the conductor and oboist who's one of the most distinctive Scottish imports since kilts 
and single-malt whiskey. “    

          The San-Diego Union-Tribune 
 
“As if further proof were needed that the Manchester Camerata are flourishing under their artistic 
director Douglas Boyd, their participation in the Prokofiev 2003 celebrations could not have been more 
distinguished. In part, this is to do with an ingenious choice of repertoire…Ravel's Ma Mere l'Oye had a 
finely honed, limpid delicacy and a warm sense of intimacy. Boyd's easy, collaborative style drew 
effortlessly beautiful playing from the Camerata, and some especially gorgeous wind solos.”   

        The Guardian (UK) 
 
“It took the form of a double challenge.  On the rostrum, he (Douglas Boyd) displayed a thorough 
knowledge of his scores and a sensitive attention to detail – and as a solo oboist, he clearly is a class 
act.”       

        Manchester Evening News (UK) 
 
“He enlightened the score [Beethoven 7] with refinement, a high level of orchestral brilliance, but also 
with the kind of sound textures which have their counterpart in pastels in painting.  The Allegretto had 
emotional clarity, the Scherzo rhythmic elasticity, with a flexible and flowing Trio.  In the Finale tension 
and excitement was built up gradually. It made the final pages powerful and glowing with an inner 
intensity.”    

 Pretoria News (South Africa) 
 
“[Boyd] knows how to persuade an orchestra to play better than it thinks it can, and obtains 
exceptionally clear and cleanly executed performances”       

   The Sunday Telegraph (UK) 
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“Returning for his second week, Boyd (the orchestra's principal guest conductor) proved a master of 
Mahler, maintaining a transparency that is much-needed but difficult to obtain. His control of the 
orchestra was complete, and yet his players seemed to breathe on their own, giving a performance that 
had a subtle sense of spontaneity rarely encountered in the concert hall.” 

Rocky Mountain News 
 
“Principal guest conductor Douglas Boyd guided the orchestra with style, energy and panache through 
an uplifting programme.”         

 Norfolk Eastern Daily Press (UK) 
 
“With conductor Douglas Boyd at the podium, the BSO pulled apart and brought together each layer of 
orchestral sound in a light, enjoyable program. In an incisive and lucid performance, the BSO spotlighted 
each instrument and revealed the rich colors of the orchestra.” 

The Washington Post 
 

“The gorgeous dialogue between tenor and woodwinds here came as no surprise. Douglas Boyd was an 
exceptionally fine oboist before turning to conducting, and he encouraged some beautifully turned 
woodwind solos from the Garsington Orchestra. Boyd never harried or bullied the score forward. 
Everything unfolded at a natural pace and there was a sense of an orchestra really enjoying itself.” 

Beckmesser’s Quill 
 

“Boyd coaxes and caresses an evening of ravishing playing from the Garsington Opera Orchestra…It is a 
marvellous interpretation of what is, for many, one of the most sublime scores in all music.” 

WhatsOnStage.com 
 
 

“Douglas Boyd…conducted his forces with wisdom, wit, and a relish…” 
The Spectator 

 


